Learn how to use storybook templates in a powerful way!

Storybooks provide a platform to address academic needs and therapeutic goals simultaneously while accounting for social and cultural factors.

These materials come from our book:
Literacy-Bases Speech and Language Therapy Activities

We all love using storybooks in intervention but the question is: How do we do use them effectively? This 200-page book is full of templates, explanations, and examples for you to experience the same success we do with our busy, diverse caseloads. All you need to do is keep using storybooks but learn a bit more in 6 key areas.

1. The Research Behind Why Literacy-Based Intervention Works
2. Improving Story Narratives of Diverse Children
3. How to Use Storybooks in Speech Language Intervention
4. Assessing What to Work on, Choosing Goals, and Taking Data
5. Literacy Based Intervention Templates
6. Creating Incredible Games that Match Story Content

Plus, we include lists of: The Best Books for Literacy-Based Intervention

See a video and read more at:

**Literacy-based Intervention-Everything Pack**

Get everything you need to get started or dramatically improve how you use storybooks in speech therapy. This Everything Pack gives you 3 1/2 of ASHA CEU approved videos and the Literacy-Based Intervention Book.
¿Quién?

NOSOTROS — WE

TÚ — YOU

ELLOS/ELLAS — THEY

ÉL — HE

ELLA — SHE

YO — I

COCINERO — CHEF

JARDINERO — GARDENER

CONSTRUCCIÓN — CONSTRUCTION

FAMILIA — FAMILY

CIENTÍSTICA — SCIENTIST

MAESTRA — TEACHER
¿Qué?

What?

LÁPIZ
PENCIL

PAPEL—PAPER

TIJERAS
SCISSORS

ESCRIBIR—WRITE

CORTAR
CUT

LEER—READ

DORMIR
SLEEP

CAMA—BED

LIBROS
BOOKS

COMER—EAT

COCINAR—COOK

MANZANA
APPLE

HAMBURGUESA
HAMBURGER

CUCHARA/TENEDOR
SPOON/FORK
¿Dónde?

Where?